
Tom Collins Poetry Prize 2014 — Judge’s Report

It is customary for judges of poetry prizes to describe their monumental task, to exaggerate 

the struggle of reading 400 odd poems, the trauma of making a decision, to lay out every 

twist of the tortuous process. However, in this case I’ll let you off the hook. I’ll be honest and 

say that immersing myself in the anonymous work of so many good writers was a pleasure. I 

had a process, of course, but when you reduce it to its fundamentals, I read each entry 

carefully and applied two rules of thumb. Does the poem say something new, something that 

has never been said before? And does the poem say that something well?

I agree with E.E. Cummings who, in a similar vein, advised the editor of a High School 

writing magazine: ‘…nothing is quite as easy as using words like somebody else. We all of us 

do exactly this nearly all of the time — and whenever we do it, we’re not poets.’  And, as 1

Cummings also said, it is extraordinarily difficult to write exactly like yourself in a way that 

hasn’t been written before. ‘Harder than anyone who isn’t a poet can possibly imagine.’

It may be tempting, given the age and author of this statement, to think it antiquated. But it 

contains the key to regenerating the art of poetry and re-establishing its relevance, which, as 

much as we may be horrified, is in question outside our beautiful, but carefully walled 

garden.

An insistence on originality is not necessarily a call to arm ourselves around an avant-garde, 

or any particular idea or method, it is an appeal to make our poetry, above all else, interesting. 

When poetry loses itself in cliché of any variety, it becomes not loathsome or wrongheaded as 

some critics would have it, but just uninteresting. On the other end of the scale, when poetry 

becomes esoteric or academically turgid, as opposed to merely difficult, it is also usually 

boring.

In reading the poems entered in this year’s Tom Collins Poetry Prize, and in judging them, 

I’ve tried to keep this in mind; that the audience for poetry is everyone, not just other poets or 

critics or academics. Again, I would reinforce in this context the importance of reminding 

ourselves of poetry as a new idea expressed in a new way. My two guides, as simple as they 

are, become the basis for a kind of respect for our audience: be new, be interesting, the rest 

will follow.

 Reply to a letter from a High School editor; published in Ottawa Hills (Grand Rapids Michigan) High School 1

Spectator, October 26, 1955. From E. E. Cummings: A Miscellany. Revised, edited by George J. Firmage, 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovic.
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However, when we become attached to the poetry we love, or the poetry we write, it is 

sometimes impossible to apply these guides objectively. All of the debates about poetry and 

poetics that rage sometimes lose sight of these fundamentals, even when they ostensibly 

relate to them. For example, the recent argument that flared in the online pages of Southerly 

about the types obscurity in Australian poetry; as I watched the passions rise, I had the feeling 

both sides were wrong. It is extraordinarily difficult to write a poem that says something new 

in an entirely new way. At times, formalists might forget about originality, and there’s no 

doubt obscurity can destroy an innovative poem by rendering it meaningless and tiresome.

I don’t know when these two corners of Australian poetry formed, perhaps they reflect battles 

in 20th century art that were fought elsewhere and long ago. There are certainly two 

traditions. On one hand there is a kind of Australian formalism that is at times innovative but 

is also straightforward. It has much to recommend it. On the other hand there is a group of 

poets grappling with what was once the forefront of innovation in poetry. Perhaps it is 

modernism vs postmodernism, or a peculiar local strain of this contest of ideas.

All of this is at work in the submissions, but the best poems overcome all such distinctions.

And the winner, to my mind at least, is an example of the best of both threads. It is a poem 

that pushes itself into the new while respecting tradition and being anything but oblique or 

obscure.

Before I get to that, I want to make a few points about the Tom Collins Poetry Prize itself.

I should confess that I have always been unresolved about the value of literary prizes. At 

times, the awarding of a prize to a work of literature seems a controversial amalgam of best 

intentions, public relations and public policy (the last two being a bit of nonsense). Perhaps 

this controversy is part of the attraction; the media and the public (myself included) enjoy a 

sturdy conflict and art prizes in recent times have not been short of worthy protagonists and 

their battle-scarred opponents.

The Tom Collins Poetry Prize, however, is different. It is one of the oldest and most 

prestigious poetry prizes in the nation. It is not about the politics of the prize, or publicity for 

the publishers, or even the egos of our poets. It has always been entirely about the calibre of 

the poem.
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Before accepting the honour of acting as judge for the 2014 award, I assured myself of two 

important details: first, that I would judge an anonymous body of work, and second, that the 

prizes are funded privately by our poetry community.

I know I’m in a minority, possibly of one, but the best thing for writing and the arts would be 

for governments to stay far away from them. It’s for this reason I find it difficult to get too 

upset about the scaling back of the WA Premier’s Prize, and feel completely indifferent to the 

fracas over the Prime Minister’s involvement in his own award.

The Tom Collins Poetry Prize, however, is more important than either of those awards. It is 

organised and funded by poets to recognise poets and poetry from within our community. It 

doesn’t exist because of government arts policy or whatever other conflicting interest is at 

work, but because we wish to honour the skill and artistry of those among us.

So, now to the poems themselves.

‘Losing Kilter’ by Susan Adams, NSW

There is a class of poems in the submissions that cross the blurry demarcation that separates 

most poems from the surreal. This is an area that interests me as a writer and reader. 

Surrealism is perhaps the only widespread ‘ism’ of the last century that still has a relevant 

race to run. ‘Losing Kilter’ is one of the best examples of this kind of poem; Susan Adams 

brings the tone of her poem close to madness by describing with perfect control the sense of 

completely losing control. I particularly like her description of a storm where trees are 

captive to the wind and ‘sway-fall of green,/slap-squeal against the windows’.

‘the race around!!!! musings creep over’ by Geraldine Burrowes, VIC

There is an incredible pressure threatening to tear this poem apart, which also makes it 

fascinating. It has many elements drawn around the central thread of the annual Tour de 

France: technology and television, the narrator’s memory of farm life, commerce and 

advertising, a nostalgia for childhood, a turning away from childhood expectations towards 

art, homesickness, headaches. It is a difficult poem that itself races; its language has an air of 

rising tension. This tension is not released, and this had me reading the poem over and over.

‘Triduum’ by Anne Elvey, VIC

‘Triduum’ (a period of three days’ religious observance in the Roman Catholic calendar, 

being Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and Holy Saturday) is a poem that might on its surface 
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seem itself infused with religious meaning, but it’s really about the sacredness of poetry and 

the elevation of concrete images into preternatural speech and language. On Thursday, ‘The 

children yawn. The poem waits/to say, that the altar is stripped. It is stripped.’ On Friday, 

‘The text/is a cipher on a tree…’ On Saturday, ‘The moon is a word hanging over a tree, over/

the fire where people wait’ and, ‘A story is told with an Irish tongue.’ It is a captivating longer 

poem.

‘Sharks’ by Paul Gardner, WA

This poem explores the encroachment of humans into the marine habitat of sharks, but it’s not 

a poem with a simple or clichéd ecological message. Sharks are the ‘tooth in the flesh’, ‘nail-

men’ with ‘tin-tack silhouettes’ and ‘lifted by sad mouths’. But then you read closer and the 

subject of this imagery becomes a conflation of shark and surfer. I’m not really sure if it’s the 

surfer who ‘skates the turquoise glass’ and becomes, finally, ‘Nature’s tooth in the flesh’.

‘dust’ by Rose Hunter, QLD

‘dust’ reads as though it has been translated from the lyrical Spanish of a South American 

surrealist, such as César Vallejo. It seems to have antecedents far removed from Australian 

influences; while surreal in character, ‘dust’ also has the intensely personal and expressive 

quality of the New York School poets, such as John Ashbery. The poem describes a car 

accident, or more correctly, the relationship of the poet to a car accident, or better still, the 

kaleidoscopic emotional entanglement of the poet in relation to a car accident. This poem 

impresses, because it is so ambitious. Rose Hunter is performing on a high wire in this poem, 

and despite the risks, she does not fall. In many ways, ‘dust’ is Australian poetry in exile.

‘Sazanami’ by Ross Jackson, WA

This poem, named for the Japanese word meaning ‘ripples’, is an outstanding example of the 

possibilities that open to English language poetry through the influence of foreign language 

forms. I am critical of much of the English language work passed off as ‘haiku’, because to 

be effective in a foreign form cast in English, a poem must first be a good poem in English. 

‘Sazanami’ is a beautiful work and I don’t believe it would matter which language it found 

itself in. It is a touching poem, describing the movement of the natural world and our relation 

to it through an extended metaphor of ripples and radiation.
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‘Islands’ by Caitlin Maling, WA

Caitlin Maling has expertly demonstrated in ‘Islands’ a form that I’ve seen appear in 

submissions as an editor over the last few years. I wish I had a name for it, but it involves a 

series of dot points or numbered paragraphs. While being related to a list poem, it’s not; each 

is a sentence that seems to be what Ron Silliman would’ve described as a ‘new sentence’. A 

new sentence, according to Silliman, is more or less commonplace in its own right, but 

accumulates meaning as each is placed next to another new sentence of sometimes tangential 

relevance. In this way, Caitlin Maling works up a significant statement about distance and 

time, Australia and physics.

‘The Copper Beech’ by Claire Potter, WA

‘The Copper Beach’ is a poet’s challenge to a certain kind of poetic experience. Claire Potter 

describes her reaction to the felling of a tree beside the sea; but the copper beech itself is 

described movingly as though it could be a tree (‘red-tongued branches’), a bird (‘…no way 

of telling your dark fallen leaves/from copper-black feathers) or a human body (‘I lie you 

down, spread your branches wide…’). It could of course be a metaphoric amalgam of all of 

these. In a short but symphonic series of metaphors, Potter draws out the importance of the 

copper beech but then undermines the uniqueness of what she sees: ‘This experience cannot 

be said/to belong to any obstinate sense of me’. When Claire Potter writes, ‘But in writing 

this I am not unique, nor are/these feelings…’ she seems troubled that the depth of this poetic 

and emotional experience is shared by ‘many more who weep when birds and trees are 

falling’.

‘Beneath Parliament Hill’ by Claire Potter, WA

This poem is a complex personal meditation on the area around Parliament Hill in London. It 

is beautifully written, and Claire Potter turns herself inside out to address ideas of guilt and 

innocence through a difficult series of metaphors: ‘I am tyrant and innocent/crow and tree…I 

walk the dog, my hands/unclean’. 

‘Design’ by Catherine Wright, WA

‘Design’ is a moving poem and Catherine Wright puts her love of language on fine display. 

Mud ‘clarts’ to clothes, leaves turn to ‘sog’ and then become ‘glove-glue stuck’. She waits 

until the last line for a volta that brings the poem into dramatic perspective. This poem 

demonstrates the emotional power of saying only that which needs saying.
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Now, for the announcement of the 2014 Tom Collins Poetry Prize.

Once I worked my way to a short list, the decision became extraordinarily difficult. All of 

these poems met my criteria, so I struggled to rank them. In many ways, the merits of each 

are worthy of first place, and each of these poems did several trips around the kitchen table. 

But of course, there must be a winner. To steal from Auden: the judging of a poetry prize is 

never finished, it is only ever abandoned. The first and second prizes are the outstanding 

poems to which I always returned, and which had me feeling and thinking the most deeply 

and the most often.

Commended

• ‘Design’ by Catherine Wright 

• ‘Losing Kilter’ by Susan Adams

• ‘Islands’ by Caitlin Maling

• ‘Sharks’ by Paul Gardner

Highly Commended

• ‘the race around        musings creep over’ by Geraldine Burrowes

• ‘Triduum’ by Anne Elvey

• ‘Beneath Parliament Hill’ by Claire Potter 

• ‘Sazanami’ by Ross Jackson

Second Prize

• ‘dust’ by Rose Hunter

The Tom Collins Poetry Prize

• ‘The Copper Beech’ by Claire Potter

Nathan Hondros

23 February 2015
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